PATRICK POUND’S GREAT EXPEDITION FOR KIDS

7. THE MATRIX ROOM

Make up a story using pictures and words...

Once there were two...

Driving in a...

On a great adventure to...

That night they ate a feast of...

And shared it with...

And fell asleep under the...

The end!

6. COLLECTION SHELVES

In this room you’ll find many things I collect and group together, such as circles, brown things and even paper planes I found left behind in art galleries and museums.

How many different BIRDS can you think of?

NAMES

BROWN THINGS

8. THE LAST ROOM

Lots of people in this room are sleeping. Maybe they’ve been on the expedition already!

Can you count them all?

99, 100, 101!

Thanks for coming along with me on my Great Expedition! As you exit, notice we have made a big loop. One thing always leads to another, and now we are back at the start.

Hi, I’m Patrick. Welcome to my Great Exhibition! I’m an artist and photographer, but instead of taking photos, I collect them.

Inside, you will find thousands of old photographs and things I’ve collected alongside works of art from the NGV. When put together they become something new.
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MY EXPEDITION

EXPLORER NAME:

EXPLORER AGE:
**Hall of Shadows**

Sometimes photographers sneak into their pictures! How many times can you see the photographer’s shadow?

Draw your own shadow in this photo. The photographer has caught their thumb in it!

**The Big Room Full of Little Photos**

In one of the cases, find the woman photographed many times in different outfits.

Draw yourself below, wearing different outfits and looks on your face.

Some people love having their photo taken. I don’t!

Now, look around: can you find a group of people who really hate having their photo taken?

**The Museum of There / Not There**

1. Find a framed photo of a sculpture that’s lost its head.
2. Now find a sole that’s missing its shoe.
3. Can you find the mouse hiding on a painting?
4. Look for the ventriloquist’s puppet. (Clue: he’s wearing a bow tie!)

**Games Gallery**

Noughts & Crosses

Some people think this game was played by the Ancient Egyptians.

**The Room of Pairs**

What pairs of things do you have? Maybe you have a twin brother or sister? Think of some more pairs and draw them here.